1. Introduction

Intensive modernisation of railway tracks belonging to Trans-European railways (TER) has been realized in Slovakia at present. A technical level of these modernized tracks (in Slovakia they are represented by corridors No. IV, V, VI and the North – South interconnection of the corridor IX with the total length of 1 033 km) has to meet international requirements based on European Agreement on Main International Railway Lines (AGC) and European Agreement on Important International Combined Transport Lines and Related Installations (AGTC). The modernisation of the railway tracks improves their technical parameters, namely the adaptation of the railway substructure to the axle force of 225 kN and the speed of 60 km/h (with the outlook for 200 km/h). This increase of the technical level of the railway substructure presents a considerable problem because the tracks are in different technical conditions and are built in various geological conditions of subgrade. The design of a sleeper subgrade construction, i.e. its structure and dimensions of layers as well as the determination of minimum values of chosen physical and mechanical properties of the applied materials and components has to be based on:

- results of an engineering geological (EG) exploration in those places where the modernized track will not be built on the original earth structure;
- evaluation of current technical conditions of the sleeper subgrade in those places where the modernized track will remain on its original earth structure;
- given technical requirements for the railway track construction, particularly Z11 [1] a TNZ 73 6312 [2].

At present the main problem of a sleeper subgrade design is an insufficient EG exploration. Its main disadvantage is its point-by-point character (boreholes or field soundings realized on the railway track axis in the distance of 100 – 250 m, sometimes more than 250 m). This type of the EG exploration cannot reflect sufficiently real conditions of the sleeper subgrade construction or railway substructure bottom layer in both, longitudinal and transversal directions. Project engineers are aware of this fact. Regarding their responsibility for a design of a reliable railway substructure construction and its bottom layer, they are often forced to design a construction with a high degree of safety by which they eliminate insufficient input data from the EG exploration. An example of such an ineffective (unsubstantiated) use of building materials is an extensive use of geosynthetics as can be seen in Tab. 1 which presents consumption of geosynthetic products on modernized/reconstructed track and station sections.

Some types of geosynthetic products still present unconventional products in our conditions, particularly when they are compared to the sleeper subgrade structure of track sections built in the past (on some corridors often more than 100 years ago). In some cases, insufficient experience with their application (not only in the Slovak Republic) together with insufficient standard specification documentation make it impossible to evaluate objectively the necessity of their application. It is important to mention that the modernized tracks given in Tab. 1 copy the original earth structure in ca 90 % of the track sections length. This original earth structure and its bottom layer may have due to long-time operation sufficiently reduced deformability which means that it is not necessary to design a railway substructure with built-in geosynthetics.

After identifying the above mentioned problems we will focus on an alternative approach to a design of railway substructure layers with the emphasis on elimination of non-objective and ineffective use of geosynthetics. One of possible steps towards more efficient use of geosynthetics in the railway substructure is the use of intelligent compaction.
of named intelligent compaction technique. It enables us to localise such critical places where the potential application of geosynthetics may make a major contribution. At the same time the intelligent compaction technique enables more effective building of materials and components into the railway substructure and its bottom layer (e.g. by increasing a synergetic effect between reinforcing geosynthetics and aggregate) and thus it increases deformation resistance and durability of the construction.

2. Intelligent Compaction Technique

Recompaction of railway substructure layers due to the operation of a track and bottom layer consolidation due to the increased geostatic embankment loading are the main reasons of geometrical position disintegration and track distortion. Compaction is the easiest and most effective technology used for increasing mechanical efficiency of railway substructure layers and its bottom layer consisting of various types of soils. The results of quality compaction are such changes in a soil structure which reduce its settlement to minimum even during long-time operation loading. To reach these changes in the soil structure, it is necessary to apply such force actions during the compaction process which will exceed its shear strength threshold. This will change the soil structure, reduce space between soil particles, and reduce pore volume (it will increase bulk density of soil). The equipment which is used for compaction is represented mainly by flat-surfaced compaction rollers, which can be divided according to the compaction method into static, vibratory, oscillatory, and nutatory.

As for quality of cohesive and non-cohesive soil compaction, flat-surfaced vibratory rollers were the most effective for a long time. Compaction technique producers’ continual effort was to make use of more progressive and sophisticated systems which enabled high-quality and more effective (as for finances and technology) compaction of soil with various physical and mechanical properties. The final result of compaction technique producers’ effort was the production of named “intelligent rollers” which automate several controlling processes of compaction with the use of mutually interconnected systems (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1 System of intelligent roller [5]](image)

The first required system component of intelligent compaction technique is continual determination of the achieved quality of a compacted bottom layer (construction layer) during compaction. It is possible to quantify the compaction quality parameter by various parameters of conventional diagnostic methods, e.g. \( D \) (compaction degree determined by bulk density test), \( PS \) (standard Proctor compaction test), \( Id \) (relative density index determined by bulk density test), \( M_z \) (compaction degree determined by static plate loading test), \( E_0 \) (deformation module determined by static plate loading test), \( E_r \) (deformation module determined by dynamic plate loading test), \( CBR \) (bearing capacity determined by California}
Determination of the compaction quality parameter via compacting rollers is a more complex problem since soils are defined as non-homogeneous materials with a considerable difference in their physical and mechanical properties. Soil diagnostics has to be realized continually and, at the same time, during compacting process (the speed of compaction rollers during compaction is approximately 2 – 6 km/h). Important compaction technique producers, for example, AMMANN, BOMAG, CATERPILLAR, DYNAPAC, VOLVO, HAMM, and SAKAI have a different approach to the determination of a bottom layer condition during compaction. However, mutual correlation with the conventional methods of compaction quality diagnostics has reached satisfactory significance in all parametric studies (Tab. 2).

The second required system of the intelligent compaction technique is monitoring and recording of a coordinate position of the roller at a given construction. It means that after identifying the quality parameter value of the bottom layer, the location of the roller is recorded with a satellite GPS signal in real time. Then these position coordinates are matched with the monitored parameter value of the bottom layer. Accuracy of location determination of the compaction roller is usually up to 0.10 m [5]. At the same time the location system interconnects the geometrical design of the construction as a vector 3D model with the controlling of construction machines without necessity of demanding, expensive, and detailed geodetic surveying of the construction. When using construction machines with GPS (grader and compaction roller) it is possible to save 20 – 50 % of costs needed for geodetic stake-out of the construction. An example of a compaction map which is a standard graphic output of intelligent rollers is given in Fig. 2. Based on this map it is possible to localise vertical non-homogeneities of the bottom layer in the whole compacted plane. Then compaction rollers are able to optimise parameters for the next roller pass.

Another required system component of the intelligent compaction rollers is a computer in which the information about bottom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Producer of compaction technique (state - year of development)</th>
<th>System name / GPS (yes/no)</th>
<th>Designation of a parameter and a unit of parameter</th>
<th>Determination of a parameter describing a bottom layer condition</th>
<th>Determined correlations of a bottom layer quality parameter with conventional diagnostic methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMMANN - CASE (SRT - 1998) [6]</td>
<td>ACE Ammann</td>
<td>kg MN/m</td>
<td>The parameter (k_D) (dynamic reaction modulus) is expressed as a ratio between the load affecting the roller and the deflection of the roller which is determined indirectly via accelerometer.</td>
<td>The measured value (k_D) is almost identical with the deformation module (E_2) from the static loading test according to DIN 18196.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOMAG (GER - 2000) [7]</td>
<td>BFC Bomag Vario Control</td>
<td>(E_m) MN/m</td>
<td>The parameter (E_m) (vibration rigidity modulus) is determined from the tangent of the curve of contact load dependence on bottom layer deformation measure (input parameters are determined indirectly via accelerometer).</td>
<td>The measured value (E_m) correlates well with the deformation module (E_2) from the static loading test according to DIN 18196.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATERPILLAR (USA - 2006) [8]</td>
<td>CAT Compaction Monitoring System</td>
<td>CMF or energy of roller drive</td>
<td>The CMF parameter is defined below. The parameter of drive energy of a roller represents mechanical energy needed for the roller drive which is changed according to the height of material wave pressed by the compaction roller and the height of pressed wave depends on bottom layer quality.</td>
<td>The correlation dependence between CMF (compaction meter value) and DCP (dynamve cone penetration) which achieved good parameters [8].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAPAC (SWE - 2003) [9]</td>
<td>DCA Dynapac Compaction Analyzer</td>
<td>CMF or Compaction Meter Value</td>
<td>The non-dimensional CMF parameter developed by the company Geodynamic from 1978 is based on the ratio between the first harmonic amplitude of acceleration and acceleration amplitude of double frequency.</td>
<td>The non-dimensional value CMF correlates well with the deformation module from the static loading test [10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLVO - INGERSOLL RAND (USA - 2008) [10]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>CMF or Compaction Meter Value</td>
<td>The non-dimensional CMF parameter developed by the company Geodynamic from 1978 is based on the ratio between acceleration amplitude of double frequency and the first harmonic amplitude of acceleration.</td>
<td>The non-dimensional CMF value correlates well with the deformation module from the static loading test [10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMM (GER - 2004) [11]</td>
<td>HCQ HAMM Compaction Quality</td>
<td>HMV or Hummer Meter Value</td>
<td>The non-dimensional parameter similar to CMF developed by the Swedish company Geodynamic (details in [12]).</td>
<td>The non-dimensional HMV value correlates well with the deformation module from the static loading test (E_2) and the CMF value [12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAKAI (JP - 2002) [13]</td>
<td>GIS Compaction Information System</td>
<td>CCV or Compaction Control Value</td>
<td>Non-dimensional parameter similar to CMF based on the ratio of acceleration amplitudes sum of 0.5, 1.5, 2-, and 3-multiples of frequency and acceleration amplitudes sum of 2.5 and 3.5-multiples of frequency.</td>
<td>The CCV value correlates well with the bulk density of compacted material [13].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 An example of a compaction map [7]
layer conditions and roller positions are continuously saved (a compaction map). All gathered information is processed with the installed software in order to optimise compaction parameters of the roller. Optimisation of compaction parameters can be linear, non-linear or dynamic (all details are given in [14]). It presents identification of such values of variable compaction parameters which provide the required definiteness of result values in the process of the following compaction.

Elimination of non-homogeneities works thanks to the third required system component of the compaction technique which is equipment for continuous transformation of compaction parameters (most often it is the change of compaction frequency, amplitude and centrifugal force). The result of the mutual interconnection of system components is the fact that intelligent compaction rollers regulate automatically variable vibration, oscillation, and nutation parameters with the criterion of the minimum input energy for achieving the maximum compaction effect with regard to previous compaction effects (Fig. 3). After supplying energy necessary for the compaction process, the bottom layer conditions are determined again, and then, after evaluation of changes and new conditions, we return to the beginning of the optimisation process again with new input values. Simultaneously, it is necessary to monitor the relation to the final state of compaction (required or limit) during this process, while meeting the criterion of minimum compaction energy. The result of compaction with intelligent rollers is an achievement of a remarkably more homogeneous layer (which will be reflected on its longer durability) while using minimum compaction energy.

3. The use of Intelligent Compaction Technique in Connection with Objective and Effective Application of Geosynthetics

Long-term, costly, and technically problematic and unsuitable certification process of geosynthetic products (it is necessary for a producer or distributor of geosynthetics to obtain a licence issued by Slovak Railways (SR) before its application into track constructions of SR) causes that mainly geosynthetic materials with a wide range of use and a large amount of consumption are applied in Slovak Railways. These are according to Tab. 1 mostly geotextiles (ca 55%), geogrids (ca 40%) a geocomposites (ca 5%).

3.1 Objectivisation and effective application of geotextiles

Geotextiles are applied on SR tracks mainly in order to assure separation (prevention of two granulometrically different layers from interblending) and filtration (prevention of suffosion and colmatage of particles between layers) of construction layers. As for filtration, an impulse for geotextile application is not meeting a Terzaghi’s filtration criterion. Thus a project engineer has to be acquainted with a grain size analysis (determined by a sieve test and density analysis) when making a decision about the application of geotextile. This assumes the realization of the EG exploration in the axis of the future track (in the case of modernisation it can be either in the axis or out of the axis of the existing track), as well as determination of embankment material (it is necessary to choose appropriate borrow pits, gravel pits and stone pits) and subbase material (subbase material has a defined required grading curve in TNZ 72).
The EG exploration provides material samples of the embankment bottom layer (in the case of constructing a track on a new earth structure) or the subgrade surface (in the case of track built on the original earth structure) by a drilling ring with core drilling. The problem of objective planning of geotextile application is input data, particularly (a) an insufficient or incomplete EG exploration of the railway substructure (samples taken in the distance of every 250 m or more are not representative, mainly in hard geotechnical conditions), (b) assumptions connected with material basis for the embankment (constructors may use a different embankment material from the one presupposed in the project documentation), (c) wide range of grading curve of aggregate for the subbase (the supplier of aggregate can mix aggregate of various grading curves within the given curve limits according to TNZ 72 1514). Evaluation of criteria for the application of a particular geotextile type directly during the realization of the construction, for example, via a geotechnical consultant, could eliminate geotextile usage remarkably. It could also help to objective places where its application is of real and fundamental importance. The intelligent compaction rollers could localise (during the compaction process based on a considerable decrease of the parameter monitoring compaction quality (Fig. 4)) also those places which have not been presupposed or found out on the level of the open embankment bottom layer or subgrade surface during the EG exploration, e.g. hidden local beds of plastic saturated fine-grained soils which have not been revealed in the point EG exploration. The application of geotextile in places with extremely low quality of the bottom layer determined during compaction may lead to elimination of occurrence of increased suffusion and colmatage and thus it can increase durability of the construction as a whole. The construction durability increase may also be influenced by controlled vibration which enables to regulate such parameters of “sensitive” compaction which will not mean any risk of damage for the applied geotextiles (it is possible to carry out a simple compaction test to determine these target/limit parameters of compaction). The intensive compaction can subsequently be applied in its full range only in higher construction layers where compaction cannot damage the applied geotextile.

3.2 Objectivisation and effective application of geogrids

Geogrids (biaxial and triaxial) are to have mainly a reinforcing function in the railway substructure, its bottom layer or a track bed. It means that they are to increase deformation resistance in those places where it is not possible to achieve the required minimum values only by compaction. When designing a construction with a geogrid, in the project phase it is necessary to know coefficients $TBR$ (Traffic Benefit Ratio – a coefficient expressing the increase of layer durability from the point of view of its reinforcement) or $BCR$ (Base Course reduction Ratio – a reduction coefficient of layer thickness from the point of view of its reinforcement) which are possible to reach for the given geogrid, aggregate, and place of application under certain technological conditions [16], [17]. However, determination of the $TBR$ and $BCR$ parameters would require an extensive experimental measurement on model constructions with dynamic loading (pulsator), or directly in-situ (requirements for experimental measurements are not defined). This is one of the reasons why it is not obligatory to define these parameters in SR licences. The SR licences for a particular geogrid and given local conditions specify a layer structure (in this case only a subbase structure) with the guaranty of certain reachable equivalent deformation module values from a static plate loading test ($PLT$) on the surface of this construction. Reaching the required equivalent deformation module values is according to an analysis realized in [16] often wrongly attributed only to a reinforcing effect of the geogrid, while an important reason of the deformation resistance increase of a reinforced construction is also high-quality compaction of construction layer material. The compaction quality (presented, for example, by the compaction measure $M_c$ from the $PLT$) should be a decisive parameter for the evaluation of the construction quality and its required values for a given reinforced construction should be specified in SR licences [19].

The quality parameter of a compacted layer determined by intelligent compaction rollers has, on the contrary to the parameters from the $PLT$, better utterance value, particularly for these reasons:
- character of loading which converges better to the character of real dynamic loading caused by running of a train set (the frequency of compaction vibratory rollers is most often 25 – 45 Hz, with the amplitude 0.4 do 2.0 mm during the compaction),
- amount of loading (the weight of a roller is usually 7.5 – 27 t which means static linear loading 20 kN.m$^{-1}$ – 80 kN.m$^{-1}$),
- area of loading (width of a roller drum is most often 1.60 – 2.20 m).

On the one hand, intelligent rollers for objective application of geogrids enable us to localise efficiently places with a considerable deformation resistance reduction where the application of geogrid may have its justification and, on the other hand, they make it possible to build in the geogrid more effectively (because of reaching a better compaction). Here it is important to emphasize that for the realization of more effective compaction and thus reaching a higher deformation resistance, it is necessary for the aggregate and applied geogrid to have suitable physical and mechanical properties (geogrid should have mainly high complex rigidity and gravel should have mainly high compression strength) and shape characteristics (shapes of tensile components for geogrids and shape index, roughness, and angularity for aggregate) and at the same time the geogrid cannot be damaged during the compaction. This condition, as well as the condition of the required toothing and fixation of compacted material particles in geogrid apertures in order to create a named interlock effect (details given in [16], [17], [18]) is best fulfilled by named continuous geogrids with crushed sharp-edged aggregate of a suitable granulometric composition. These geogrids are the most suitable and recommended for application into reinforced layers. The area application of such a geogrid also out of places with non-homogeneous bottom layer localised by intelligent rollers (i.e. diagnostics procedure via the $PLT$) would theoretically mean a deformation resistance increase on the whole area with the applied geogrid. In this case the elimination of non-homogeneity would not be achieved effectively, but (as a consequence of various compaction processes) only in higher construction layers. In the case of geogrid application it is necessary to take into con-
sideration also the fact that potential reinforcing efficiency decreases with the increasing depth of geogrid placement. This is the reason why present worldwide research concentrates on application of geogrid into higher construction layers, particularly between a subgrade surface and track bed. If good aggregate compaction is reached, a static prestress value of geogrid $\delta_{\text{stat}}$ is higher. It means that the geogrid transmits the loading more effectively and there is no remarkable deformation of the geogrid (which further causes a decline of the construction after the dynamic loading caused by train traffic $\delta_{\text{dyn}}$) as it is in the case of insufficient compaction (the importance of aggregate compaction above geogrid is characterised in Fig. 5). The minimum value of aggregate compaction which is necessary to take into consideration for the effective application of geogrid is on the level of 95% of the maximum compaction. Intelligent compaction rollers make it possible to reach this required compaction value.

3.3 Objectivisation and effective application of anti-vibration plates

Anti-vibration, or under-ballast plates are used in the railway substructure layers for reduction of mechanical vibration waves emitted by traffic. These are emitted mainly in the case of a contact of two rigid structural parts of the railway track (Fig. 6). The railway track construction should be designed and built in order to have a compressibility coefficient $C_z$ reaching a certain minimum value under the loading area of sleepers, and at the same time it should be homogeneous. It is also possible to determine a compressibility coefficient value $C_z$ from deformation resistance requirements based on the PLT ($E_{\text{eqv}}$) for the bottom layer or for individual railway substructure layers. In those places where the required compressibility coefficient value is exceeded, it is possible to use anti-vibration plates with various parameters according to given requirements. The main parameters determining elasticity characteristics of anti-vibration plates are static (equivalent of compressibility coefficient) and dynamic area rigidity. When using anti-vibration plates, the intelligent compaction technique may also have a remarkable contribution, either in the accurate localisation of anti-vibration plate application (Fig. 4) or when verifying the parameters of construction built in this way.

4. Conclusions

Intelligent compaction technique represents a significant means for reaching technically remarkably more effective railway track. Except for a general contribution, intelligent compaction has also other advantages for objective and effective application of geosynthetics, particularly:

- accurate and reliable localisation of vertical non-homogeneities of the bottom layer based on which it is possible to optimise a type, characteristics and amount of the applied geosynthetics (Fig. 3),
- "sensitive" compaction of aggregate above geotextile,
- high-quality compaction of aggregate above geogrid in order to reach the required dynamic toothing and increase the efficiency of geogrid,
- localisation of places with a high compressibility coefficient in which it is possible to design anti-vibration plate with the required parameters,
- direct verification of results of geogrid and anti-vibration plate application,
- economic impact caused by the application of a smaller amount of geosynthetics,
- ecological consequences following from the application of a smaller amount of geosynthetics, (geosynthetics is made from petroleum products and imported from abroad via truck transport, etc).

In spite of many advantages which compaction rollers offer, there have not been realized any studies that would monitor a correlation relation between parameters of bottom layer quality defined in ZSR Directive S4 [20] and parameters detected by compaction rollers (Tab. 2). Thus the use of these parameters does not have such importance in practice as it could have. This is the reason why it is still necessary to verify the quality of a compacted structure during its construction only with conventional parameters from the PLT in accordance with the ZSR Directive S4 [20]. Involving intelligent rollers into complex problematics of a railway substructure and bottom layer design would make the construction design more accurate during its own realization. This would save costs considerably in the case of an insufficient or ineffective geotechnical exploration in pre-project preparation of the construction. It
would also help to specify designers’ assumptions in a project phase which would lead to a more effective design of the construction based on real geotechnical conditions. From this point of view it seems to be very suitable and useful to establish a status of a geological consultant who would be responsible for a design of the railway substructure and bottom layer [21] during preparation, designing and realization of the construction. At present a similar status of a consultant is used effectively, for example, in connection with tunnel constructions.

Problematics described in this paper reveals many activities which are necessary to perform in order to design and construct an effective railway substructure and its bottom layer. Firstly, it is verification of the correlation between bottom layer quality parameters diagnosed by intelligent compaction rollers and conventional diagnostic methods according to ZSR Directives. Based on these correlations it would be possible to reduce the use of conventional diagnostic methods whose main disadvantages are presented in this paper. Objectivisation of geosynthetics application provided by intelligent rollers thanks to continual and area diagnostics is also very important. As for a reinforcing function of geogrids, intelligent rollers enable us to verify their efficiency in various constructions since the variability of measure and development of loading is almost identical to a real traffic loading. After the correlation analysis it is also possible to use intelligent rollers for an effective design of anti-vibration plates, particularly when using a parameter of dynamic area rigidity. Subsequently after the realization of a comparison test, it will be necessary to update several normative documents in order to prevent the use of intelligent compaction technique from encountering legislation problems and in order to make a full use of all technical possibilities they offer. Apart from this, it is desirable to re-evaluate the requirements for issuing SR licences for geogrids in the way that values of static deformation modules from the PLT would be completed with values of compaction quality and the contribution from geogrid application in the railway track construction layers would be specified by TBR or BCR coefficients (it is possible to realize their quantification with intelligent rollers, as well).
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